Many thanks for clicking on this document, please let us introduce the new ranges of SANYO DENKI stepper motors.
RS Components has the most popular 42mm and 56mm stepper motors from the renowned SANYO DENKI SANMOTION range, which offer high torque low vibration hybrid stepper motors. These two phase stepper motors are available with unipolar or bipolar windings and with a range of matching micro-stepping DC drivers.

In addition, RS stocks the latest high technology stepper motors for space critical applications such as the super slim SS2421- 5041 42mm motor which offers a compact stepping system in a package that is only 11.6mm deep, whilst the new 14mm frame size motor SH2141-5541 is a miniature frame motor only 30mm deep.

The new IP65 rated 56mm motors such as the SP2566-5160 are ideal for environments subject to dust and water such as food processing machinery and for equipment that needs to operate outdoors.
RS and SANYO DENKI in Partnership

RS and SANYO DENKI deliver quality products to A&C customers worldwide.

RS and SANYO DENKI have been supporting A&C customers and their applications for many years. The combination of a first class logistics and supply chain operation with a world renowned product range benefits customers greatly.

With stock on hand and a delivery service second to none, whether it’s breakdown or a new build, RS can ensure you receive SANYO DENKI products quickly and efficiently, wherever you are.

The RS and SANYO DENKI partnership continues to develop quicker routes to market, allowing easy access to innovative product ranges.

Whether it’s machine and panel building or maintenance and replacement, be sure that the RS SANYO DENKI partnership is working for you.